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The information in this document is for 
educational purposes only and is not investment 
or financial advice. Please do your own research 
before making any investment decisions. None of 
the information in this document constitutes or 
should be relied on as a suggestion, offer, or 

other solicitation to engage in, or refrain from 
engaging in, any purchase, sale, or any other any 

investment-related activity.

Cryptocurrency investments are volatile and high 

risk in nature. ARENA OF FIGHTERS acknowledges 

that there is a risk in cryptocurrency so it may 

not go as you want or wish.

ARENA OF FIGHTERS makes no representations,

warranties, or assurances as to the accuracy,

currency or completeness of the content contained

in this document or any sites linked to or from

this document.
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Is a multiplayer TPS game of CGU 

mode that consists of elements 

like MOBA, RPG, Roguelike and 

Social, A competitive Web3 Battle 

ground, Play for Fun and Earn for 

real, ARENA ensure that the 

earning is easier through 

different gaming channels. 

What is Arena Of 
Fighters



Cryptocurrency has been one of the most trending channels of earning 

passive income. We have entangled the fun of gaming with the art of 

buying and selling online currency.

$ARENA has been developed with an idea of giving an exposure to the ones 

who hold a great talent in hosting or conducting games and winning 

coupons online. These coupons or rewards could be materialized by dumping 

them in your wallet directly.

Our experts thought of incorporating this system with the online 

currency to match the ongoing trends. It is done with an intention of 

making you earn more and more while you deal with your zeal of playing 

the fun games online.

We all are aware of the series “TPS P2E game of elements like MOBA, RPG, 

Roguelike and Social” which has won our hearts since its inception. This 

is the reason we have picked its pattern, theme and characters to serve 

you with the best ever online gaming portal, known as ARENA OF FIGHTERS!

The first of its kind DEX on a BNB blockchain encouraging many types 

referral system.

Get access to the best ever Staking

ARENA is the trending decentralized Gaming platform. It is also a peer-

to-peer

marketplace without any intermediary. All the players will earn in a way 

that that is more than matching buy orders and sell orders, you will 

earn directly by playing game in our different gaming channels. ARENA 

ensures that the earning is easier on the crypto channels by adding the 

“fun element” to it!

Project Review



More Benefits Of $ARENA

ARENA rewards with no limit and ensure that the 

earning is easier on the game channels by adding 

the “fun element” to it!

REFERRAL SYSTEM
By inviting your friends and giving your referral to them, you can earn 

a commission reward every time they make a transaction on ARENA items 

and 6% from their income on gaming system.

LOWER EXCHANGE FEE
With our crosschain and cross platform system We ensure our users and 

fighters the lowest exchange fee on the DeFi and NFT platforms with a 

very safe environment of exchanging your crypto, a peer to peer 

marketplace.

EXCITING COMPETITIONS
You can easily participate and earn more through the exciting 

competitions on our gaming channel.

TRADE FEE
You can make an exchange or transaction at our ARENA platform without 

any additional fee added to it!



What is ARENA Staking Pool?

$ARENA Staking offers a platform where a user can 

stake $ARENA tokens for earning more $ARENA token 

or other tokens of other projects without spending 

any additional cost, that is, for absolutely free. 

The number of tokens generated depends on the 

number of tokens staked or subscribed by the user 

to the pool and the total amount of $ARENA tokens 

staked in the pool.

With a lock period of 30 days, 90 days, 180 days, 

365 days and 730 days is allotted to the user to 

earn more tokens.

$ARENA aims to become a benchmark for all the DEX 

platform. That is why we are highly

committed to provide value, fairness, And 

innovation to the decentralized financial system. 

Through us, anyone can make and generate passive 

income while sitting in the comfort of their

homes.



Game

DEATH MATCH GEM BATTLE

ZOMBIES CRISIS EMERGENCY ACTION



Death Match

Fight in a ruleless map with unlimited 

respawn. Collect energy balls to increase 

stats and lose them when killed.

Players are ranked on their kills and the time 

spent. The game ends when a player achieves 20 

kills or when the game reaches 5 minutes. The 

top 3 players earn Hero Shard Chests.

Game Mode: Solo 

Number of players: 12

Time: 5 minutes

Weapon: Weapon equipped

Rewards: Back Accessory Boxes



Gem Battle

A precious gem is birthed every 8 seconds in 

the arena.

2 teams are fighting to grab the most gems.

When a player is killed, they drop all their 

gems for others to grab. Teams with the most 

gems under 3 minutes will win.

Game Mode: Team 

Number of players: 5 vs 5

Time: 3 minutes

Weapon: Weapon equipped

Rewards: Hero Shard Chests



Zombie Crisis

Work with Squads to survive 10 rounds of 

zombie attacks.

The zombies are getting stronger and players 

are awarded a buff after each round.

Finish all the zombies to win!

Game Mode: Team modes

Number of players: 1-3

Time: Unlimited

Weapon: Weapon equipped

Rewards: Weapon Shard Chests



Emergency Action

A mutant monster blocks the only route of 

supply

Defeat the monster to recover the supply 

ASAP! Fighters can get supply resources at the 

temporary garrison.

Game Mode: Team mode

Number of players: 3

Time: Unlimited



WHY ARENA

ARENA Is seen as one of the topmost gaming and cryptocurrency 

platforms by the online crypto assessment portals. Know why? 

International exposure

We give an access to millions of users on one platform, all 

across the globe.

Liquidity

2% of each transactions tax on ARENA token is automatically added to 

liquidity pool for more price stability of the token, Tokens in ARENA 

Staking pool also have a high trading liquidity, thus, ensuring more 

earnings.

Trading Competition

ARENA will be organizing more monthly trading Competitions which will be 

dedicated to maximize the trading volume of the token.

Marketing support
We market all the associated ones on our portal , including all social 

media platforms with an audience of over 30k+ New and vibrant 

opportunities,

We add new tokens to the ARENA Staking pool with a very high APR.



Roadmap

2022

MILESTONE Q1

Core Game plan established

Core Gameplay teasers

MILESTONE Q2

Battle Maps Design

Hero Design

MILESTONE Q3

Token Creation Event

ARENA Private sale

Initial Launchpad Offering

Launch Influencer Campaigns

Pancakeswap Liquidity Add



Roadmap

2023
MILESTONE Q1

Game Mode: Gem Battle

Team Battle

Ranking System

Beta Demo

Game Mode: Battle Royale

MILESTONE Q2

Game Mode: Death Match

Guild System

NFT Marketplace

Launch staking Platform

Cex listing: Hotbit, Bitmart, Kucoin & More

MILESTONE Q3

Game Mode: Survival Challenge

Game Mode: Zombie Crisis

Game Mode: Interstellar Treasure

MILESTONE Q3

Initial NFT Sale

Integrate custodial wallets

Launch P2E Battle Royal Mode

Launch advanced NFT Skins



Roadmap

2023

MILESTONE Q1

Launch More Influencer Campaigns

Ranking Gameplay

Tournament

MILESTONE Q2

Home System

CGU Tools

MILESTONE Q3

Game Mode: Survival Challenge

Game Mode: Zombie Crisis

Game Mode: Interstellar Treasure

MILESTONE Q3

Crosschain development

Game mode enhancement

Listing on more exchanges



Gaming Sector

The gaming sector in the world is growing 

faster than most media sub-sectors -

including cinema and home entertainment, 

audio and more. Although the gaming industry 

in developing nations is currently smaller 

than that of the US and China and is 1% of 

the global

gaming market, it is, however, generating 

$1.5B revenue and expected to triple to $5B+ 

by 2025 on the back of the "mobile first" 

phenomenon. Gaming in The world has been 

catalyzed by better smartphones, increased 

internet access, popular titles, influencers, 

and the global pandemic. To dive deeper into 

this space, Sequoia India partnered with BCG 

to assess the current mobile gaming market in 

India, and its prospects for expansion in a 

report titled

‘Mobile Gaming: $5B+ Market Opportunity.



More ARENA Features

Integrated DEX

In decentralized models of functioning, all the participants can connect 

to the platform by using their crypto wallets. They sign the smart 

contracts too. Rewards for campaigns, ARENA token staking earnings, all 

distribution, everything is done in the decentralized system without any 

hassle.

Integrated Smart contract
At the end of every game, rewards of every participant is calculated 

algorithmically according to their performance and it is distributed 

effectively by smart contract to their wallets automatically.

Anti Scam
We have built the ARENA platform on blockchain technology. Therefore, 

Web 3.0 comes in picture to safeguard the platform very well, in order 

to prevent the scams.

Project management
Users can very well manage their accounts by accessing their dashboards 

effectively at any point of time.

Dashboard personalisation

All the promoters could easily connect their social media accounts to 

ARENA platform where they are assessed algorithmically. If they are 

accepted as promoter, the algorithm assesses the number, basic details 

and determines the idea of marketing plans for the social media

channels.

Essential features

During campaign creation, users may filter games and players according 

to their needs.

Staking rewards
Any investor or participant can stake ARENA token at the staking pool. 

ARENA has developed staking for higher benefits and passive income 

generation.



Gaming Market overview

The global gaming market was valued at USD 198.40 billion in 2021, and it is 

expected to reach a value of USD 339.95 billion by 2027, registering a CAGR of 

8.94% over 2022-2027. Due to nationwide lockdowns implemented because of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, some people turned to game platforms to pass the time. Thus, 

these platforms attracted hundreds and thousands of new visitors to online 

traffic. Recently, video gaming trends experienced a massive surge in players 

and revenue.

Continuous technological advancements in the gaming industry are significantly 

propelling the industry's growth. They are enhancing the way games are created 

and improving the overall gaming experience of the users.

Game developers across emerging economies are continually striving to enhance 

the gaming experience by launching and rewriting codes for diverse 

console/platforms, such as PlayStation, Xbox, and Windows PC, incorporated into 

a standalone product provided to gamers through a cloud platform.

The rising internet connectivity, increasing adoption of smartphones, and the 

advent of high bandwidth network connectivity, such as 5G, have further 

increased the demand of the gaming market across the globe. Further, according 

to the GSMA report, as of November 2021, 170 mobile operators have launched 

commercial 5G services with 7% population penetration at the end of 2021, 

thereby opening new opportunities for the mobile vendors to introduce 5G 

smartphones in the market.

Furthermore, according to the statistics published by DataReporal, the number of 

internet users increased 7.7% in 2021 compared to 2020. Moreover, they increased 

by 4% to 4,950 million in January 2022 compared to January 2021, when the users 

totaled 4,758 million.

Cloud gaming services focus on leveraging hyper-scale cloud capabilities, 

streaming media services, and global content delivery networks to build the next 

generation of social entertainment platforms. These factors have an anticipated 

positive impact on market growth.

Additionally, leveraging cloud technology in the gaming market is likely to 

drive the demand and engagement of multi-players for different games, boosting 

the market growth during the forecast period.



Tokenomics

25%

5%

2%

3%

1%

1%5%

5%
10%

18%

10%

10%

5%

Community game reward Ecosystem fund Consultant fee

DAO Test and bounty plan Airdrop

Project maintenance & upgrade Operation and promotions Private Sale

Presale public round Pancakeswap Liquidity Staking reward

CEX Listing



Tokenomics

TAX

10%

TOTAL SUPPLY: 100,000,000,000

2% of each transaction added to liquidity pool
2% of each transaction redistributed to holders

3% Marketing
3% Development

CA: 0x1De4Dae1ef6E14E702be6f9fda91f3133be08c70



Marketplace

Coming Soon






